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New Delhi, dt.29.11.2022 

Sub: e.RD - Submission of LC in case of Bangladesh traffic 
Ref: (1) Rates Master Circular/e-RD/2019/0 

(~~~Addendum No.03 to Rates Master Circular/e-RD/2019/0 dt.04.03.2022 
(m)Board 's letter No.TC-1/2019/101/1 Pt. (3316676) dt.04.05.2022 

An anomaly has. come to ~he. no~ice. of Board wherein certain customers are misusing the 
system a.nd have placed 1~de~ts while. indicating very low weight of commodity (eg. O, 17T, 38T, 42T 
etc.) against an LC, resulting in exorbitantly huge number of indents. 

In this regard attention is invited to Board's guidelines, as given below- 

"( e): Multiple indents can be placed against a LC subject to the condition that cumulative 
tonnage of all such indents should not exceed the tonnage mentioned in the LC However, 
multiple LCs cannot be linked to one indent. The tonnage for indents will be worked out on 
the basis of notified Permissible Carrying Capacity for traffic to Bangladesh" 

(refer Addendum No. 03 to Rates Master Circular/e-RD/2019/0) 

" ... customer may be allowed to upload LC, tonnage of which should be 'more or upto 
the weight of commodity' as declared by the customer while placing demand for 
wagons in e-RD. However, charging of freight should continue to be on the basis of 
PCC of wagons, as per extant guidelines". 

(refer Board's letter No.TC-1/2019/101/JPt.(3316676) .dt.04.05.2022). 

In order to provide fair play to all freight customers, there is need to build a check in the 
system. FOIS may design a warning to be relayed to the customer while placing indent that "loading 
will be allowed as per the weight mentioned in the indent and charging will be done as per the PCC of 
wagon" and such indent will be registered only when the customer agrees to the warning. Further, 
utilized tonnage of an LC may be worked out in every cycle of loading and excess indent, if any, as 
per LC shall be forfeited. In case of already registered indents, an undertaking may be taken from the 
customers before supply of the rake that loaded quantity shall not be more than the quantity indicated 
in the indent in eRD module, else the indent shall be forfeited. A message informing this ~ay be 
relayed to all such customers via mail/SMS immediately. 

This issues in consultation with Traffic Transportation directorate of Railway Board. 

(Ansh~ 
Director, Traffic Commercial(Rates) 

Railway Board 

Copy to: 
PCCM, all Zonal Railways 
G M(FO IS)/CRIS 


